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Our Field Investigator Curriculum covers a wide area of training in 

the private investigative field. 

 

As of November 2023, our training runs 6-8 hours per day with 

access to hands-on learning five days per week for up to 10 weeks.  

Students can stagger their training and pick up where they left off. 

 

In order for you to be a part of our instructional class at Wilcorp 

Consultants as a private investigator in training, you can apply as a 

student/trainee under a contract.  You can stagger your days and 

choose the hours convenient to you. 

 

You may have to make yourself available for some out of area work 

as field training is done while we work on real client cases. 

 

This will allow you to receive experience/training on various levels 

of investigations and surveillance. 

 

We will keep track of your progress as you work on areas of 

learning in which you would like to focus. 
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This curriculum covers the following areas of private investigators studies: 
 

>Becoming a professional private investigator 

>Pretext (mingling, espionage) 

>Sub-Rosa (hiding in plain sight)  

>Interviewing witnesses 

> Tracking and locating witnesses  

>Skip trace  

>Hiding on the internet  

>Finding people on the internet  

>Investigations and its legal perspectives  

>Understanding the dark web  

>Social media, online searches and investigations 

>Identifying unknown individuals 

>How to preserve evidence 

>How to become invisible and stay that way 

>How to present evidence in court, etc.   

>Using everyday devices as spy tech 

>Inventing your own tech/equipment 

>Improvising as a field private investigator 

 

SURVEILLANCE 

Planning 

Coordination 

Objective  

Cover Story  

Communication 

Type of vehicle(s)  

Geographic location  

Dates and Times of Surveillance -  
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SURVEILLANCE TECHNIQUES: 

Progressive Surveillance 

Checkpoint Surveillance 

Static-Mobile-GPS aided (warrant needed) 

Foot Surveillance –  

One-person method 

Two-person method 

SAFETY DURING SURVEILLANCE 

 

How to dress for surveillance 

>Site Survey and Reconnaissance  

>Surveillance equipment, tips and tricks, 

>Surveillance vehicles – What are they? 

 

>COUNTERSURVEILLANCE  

 

>Reports and report writing – How your clients view reports 

>Investigative Reports 

>Surveillance Reports 

>Everyone knows you but no one know you are there - a Great Private Investigator 

>Private Investigator as a Process Server 

>Marketing your private investigations business  

 


